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THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
FAMILY BOND HELPS
BUSINESS TO GROW
Sylvia Rombis, partner
and creative consultant
of ADC, Artist Design Consultants, tells the story of
how her father has inspired
her and her sister Litsa
Spanos to run their everexpanding businesses
through his determination,
creativity, and friendly personality. To read the whole
story, go to page 24.
SECRET WEAPON:
THE SALES PLAN
To increase revenue for
your fine art gallery, a solid
annual sales plan is a must,
and yet few art dealers take
the time to put such a plan
into writing to help keep
staff focused and organized.
Go to page 22.

NEW MARTA G. WILEY
STUDIOS LAUNCHES,
WORKS WITH POD
EXCHANGE
Marta G. Wiley has
launched her own publishing
company, MGW Studios,
working in conjunction with
POD Exchange’s Permission To Print (PTP) program
and will release thousands
of images. Page 16.
THE PERSONAL SIDE
OF THE FRAMING
BUSINESS
Industry professional
Richard Houser discusses
the personal side of custom
framing and how getting
to know, and care about,
customers can help bring
an importance to the service and product that he
provides. Page 28.

Bubble Street Gallery is located in Sausalito, CA.

STAY-AT-HOME ORDERS
PRODUCE MORE SALES
As the country spent much time sheltering in place during
2020, the number of those seeking out ways to improve their
homes have gone up. According to a recent survey by Porch
Research, about 55% of American homeowners have said that
the pandemic (and associated disruptions) have given them
time—and the desire—to improve their homes. The same survey
found that 59% admitted that being stuck indoors for work, as
well as day-to-day living, in- home for long stretches of
spired people to change their time was enough of a motisurroundings to accommo- vation for change and imdate the new normal. It turns provement. Galleries and
out, all people needed to frameshops have been lucky
make those changes was to be on the receiving end of
...time. Around 25% of those this home improvement trend.
continued on page 10
surveyed felt that just being

Click on advertisers’
Web addresses
throughout the issue.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
“Maintaining a presence and
demonstrating what the business
can do for the clients is the best
way to keep them interested and
knowledgeable about offerings so
when they have a need, they know
who to call.” Roy Saper, page 10
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Bittan Fine Art is proud to feature the work of

Pop artist E. M. Zax

Polymorphs and Cultural Objects

Facebook: facebook.com/bittanfineart
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www.bittanfineart.com

866-219-9161
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Sales Up As
People Stay Home

New MGW Studios
Launches

Secret Weapon:
The Sales Plan

As the country spent much
time sheltering in place during 2020 to stay safe during
the pandemic, the number of
those seeking out ways to
improve their homes have
gone up.

Marta G. Wiley has launched
her own publishing company,
MGW Studios, working in
conjunction with POD Exchange’s Permission To Print
(PTP) program and will release thousands of images.

To increase revenue for your
fine art gallery, a solid annual
sales plan is a must, and yet
few art dealers take the time
to put such a plan into writing to help keep staff focused and organized.

Page 1

Page 16

Page 22

Modern Solutions for Presenting
Framing Pastels
New Art Releases

What’s Hot in
Open Editions

Oftentimes, the best way
to approach a framing project and decipher what is
in the best interest of the
art or object is to understand
it’s history and framing pastels is no different.

We present the New Art section featuring current releases
of work in an array of mediums, edition sizes, image
sizes, and price points, as
well as company contact information.

This month’s What’s Hot in
Open Editions features a variety of the latest best selling
open edition prints, some
available as print-on-demand
images, and it includes contact information as well.

Page 26

Page 29

Page 31

WHAT’S HOT IN
OPEN EDITIONS
Page 31
CLASSIFIEDS
Page 33
AD INDEX
Page 34

Shown is
“ Blue Lepa Zena”
by Marta G. Wiley,
from Marta G. Wiley
Studios. Go to page 16.
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IN OUR OPINION
THE PRODIGAL
SON
t’s been a really bizarre
year layered upon some
pretty crazy years. On the
one hand, we wonder what
tomorrow will bring on the
heels of the virus and subsequent treatment, while on the
other hand individuals have
been left to question who
they are in historical, sociological, and political perspectives leaving many to wonder
where they are going. Perhaps neither rightly or
wrongly, identity politics has
added steam to the notion of
a demographic. For political
strategists, it’s been a fruitful
paradigm. For consumer marketers, it’s been a disaster.
Now, a single marketing message has the prospect of delighting and offending large
portions of any audience at
the same time. Unlike days
of old where galleries and
frameshops could promote
messages with nearly universal appeal, the diverse emotional spectrum of their
customer base has created
a mine field for marketing.

I

However, through the haze
of battle over the last six
months or so, a “new” demographic has returned to
the art and frame industry—
the male buyer age 25 to 45.
On never before seen levels,
men are materializing as buyers on their own, or with the
solitary conviction there of,
in gallery and frameshops
across the country. Whether
it be supported by a nurtured
sense of art and design, or
simply driven by the demand
to get art on the walls of the
home that now serves as his
office. In an unsolicited way,
several folks have mentioned
to me the existence of this
phenomena. Trend? The more
people ready to buy art and
framing is a good thing. However, perhaps the way sales
are marketed and closed
might have to be tweaked to
cultivate the passion of these
new buyers. Guys might not
value a framed print or sculpture for the same reasons as
the ladies, but that doesn’t
mean they can’t fall in love
with a piece of art.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
Zenith Gallery Presents Stevens’ Work

Grand Image Donates To Fundraiser

Zenith Gallery,
located
in
Washington,
DC, held an
exhibit titled
“Intimacy &
Isolation” featuring
the
paintings of
B r a d l e y
Stevens. The
artist’s new
work explores “Another Time” by Bradley Stevens is an oil
the psycho- on linen, measuring 48 by 38 inches, and
logical inter- retailing for $12,500, framed.
section
of
people and interior spaces. “I visited the Edward Hopper exhibit at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts days before the art
world––actually the whole world––shut down,” Stevens
says. “As I was ruminating over Hopper’s work, little did I
know the art cognoscenti would soon anoint him the quintessential artist of the pandemic and social distancing.” For
details, call (202) 783-2963 or visit: www.zenithgallery.com.

Grand Image, Seattle, and Chihuly
Studio recently donated a glass sculpture valued at
$7,500
to
a
fundraiser
for
Transplant House.
Larry Winn, owner
of Grand Image,
had a liver transplant nine years
ago so this charity
is close to his
heart. The Seattlebased
charity,
Transplant House,
provides transplant “Dakota Macchia” by Dale Chihuly.
patients and their
caregivers with high quality, affordable housing during their
pre-and post-operative stay. The donated sculpture is titled,
“Dakota Macchia” and is from Chihuly’s “Macchia” series.
For details, call (206) 624-0444 or: www.grandimage.com.

MHS Licensing Signs Hersberger

Freight+Volume Presents Schindler

MHS Licensing
&
Consulting,
located in Minneapolis, MN,
has signed artist
Larry Hersberger
to represent his
elegant and nostalgic images.
Known as the
Art of Magic
and Light, Hersberger’s work
has been internationally
licensed by nu- Larry Hersberger’s collection of work
merous compa- depicts a universal sense of nostalgia
nies for products and theatrical storytelling.
worldwide and in
some 51 countries. For further information, telephone MHS
Licensing & Consulting at (952) 544-1377 or go the company’s website located at: www.mhslicensing.com.

Freight+Volume,
New York, NY, presented the acrylic on
paper work and
sculptural objects of
Polly Schindler in an
exhibit called “Time
Management.” Part
of the collection
features a series of
portraits of her
friends
wearing
masks, taken from
their Instagram selfies.
Much
of
Schindler’s work reflects current life and
interior spaces. Born
in New Haven, CT, Polly Shindler’s “Ali” is an acrylic on
the artist still calls the paper measuring 5 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches.
city home. Call (212)
691-7700 for more details, or go to: www.freightandvolume.com.
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REDWOOD ART GROUP’S
RAVE MIAMI, A VIRTUAL
ART FAIR, DEBUTS

SALES UP AS CUSTOMERS STAY HOME

MIAMI—Redwood Art Group
debuted its Miami chapter
of the RAVE virtual art fair
for a two-day event featuring
a line-up of 50 exhibitors, an
opportunity to step inside the
art studios of five artists for
intimate one-on-one experiences, tips on collecting art,
and new artwork on display.
Special events included a
discussion by Anthony Deljou
of Deljou Art Group on collecting insights; Craig Kausen
of Chuck Jones Art Group,
Crista Cloutier of The Working Artist, and artist Karin
Brauns talking about today’s
New Contemporary Art; and
Blue Fine Art’s Rami Rotkopf
talking about figurative,
landscapes, and sculpture.
Other guests who revealed
their stories and secrets
included musician Dave
Navarro, and artists Dain,
Risk, and Padhia. Throughout
the virtual event, various
artists such as Tysen Knight
and Jason Naylor, were
highlighted. Shown is
“Just About The Energy” by
Moses Salihou from Kiki
Sterling Gallery, a mixed
media on canvas measuring
36 by 48 inches. The retail
price is $4,000. For further
information, phone Redwood
Art Group at (216) 225-0962
or go to the website at:
www.redwoodartgroup.com.
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Mr. Saper says that showing customers that, while the
world may be influx, your
business is still up and running—albeit with a few
changes to how they can

not just been people wanting
to update their surroundings,
but also some that have
moved homes or bought
second homes. “We have
had many clients acknowledge that they are
Roy C. Saper,
redoing
their
owner of Saper
spaces at home
Galleries
and
or they recently
Custom Framing
moved and need
in East Lansing,
artwork. We also
MI, says that
have many clients
after more than
seeking artwork
40 years in busifor their second
ness, his clienhomes. Our astele have looked
sessment is that
to him for impeople are spendproving their suring more time onroundings. “My
line and manage
belief is that a Daniel Merriam’s Bubble Street Gallery first opened its
to find us as they
gallery which has doors in 2012 and is located in Sausalito, CA.
search for somea genuine, conthing we have or
certed, focused dedication shop. “Maintaining a pres- after seeing a post about, or
of satisfying every request ence and demonstrating from, us. Fewer people are
and interest of their clients what the business can do for wandering in from outside as
and those who remain visi- the clients is the best way to most are at home all day, but
ble in the community (and keep them interested and we do have people who are
virtually) will continue to reap knowledgeable about offer- attracted to what they see
the benefits of this period of ings so when they have a displayed in our front display
people
being
window while drivhome and oning by and turn
line,” he says.
around, park, and
“The key is
come in to buy
being responsive
what they saw.”
to what prospective clients want,
The shopping
as well as being
experience has
visible. For us, it
also
changed.
is our posts to
With social disSocial
Media
tancing in mind,
that show recent
having a cohesive
projects or addibrick-and-mortar
tions to the
to online presgallery inventory.
ence plan is also
Additionally, our
paying off for Mr.
e-newsletter has Saper Galleries and Custom Framing has been in
Saper. “Another
brought a tidal business for more than 42 years and is located in
person who was
wave of re- downtown East Lansing, MI.
concerned about
sponses from
being out of their
clients. It never hurts to ef- need, they know who to home but wanted to see a
fectively remind clients of call,” he says. “Our past painting they saw pictures of
what we have and can do for couple months have been in our e-newsletter, drove by
them. The e-newsletter in- among the best months in to view it in our front display
forms them with photos, ex- our four-decade existence.” window. So people are viewamples, and links for further
continue on page 12
details.”
This boost in sales has

continued from page 1
Those that had already been
known in their own communities as the go-to art and
framing dealer were able to
reap the benefits.
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WORLD ART GROUP
UPDATES WEBSITE,
DEBUTS 2021 CATALOG
AND LICENSING CATALOG

RICHMOND, VA—World Art
Group invites its customers
to “Explore your creative
freedom” with their newly
revamped website featuring
easy-to-use categories.
The website highlights colors,
trends, licensing, embellishments, new work, more sizes,
customization, collaboration,
print-on-demand options, licensing collections, bios,
PDF presentations, color
stories, market trends, featured artists, shop by color,
partnerships, media, projects,
lookbooks, and process
videos. Also included on the
site is the WAG 2021 virtual
catalog featuring 360 pages
broken down into 36 categories such as metallic foil,
lustr, plants + succulents,
abstract horizons, architecture, home office, fashion,
fabfunky, and holiday. Also
available virtually is the
Licensing 2021 Volume 1:
Everyday Collections catalog
with biographies of artists and
stories of their inspiration.
With 228 pages it has various
categories, such as the Dancing Leaf Collage, Far Away
Place, Whale Chart, September Forest, Mandala Zen,
Whiskey Wednesday, and
the Human Kind Collections.
The cover features an image
from artist Victoria Barnes’
Home Spa Collection. Phone
(804) 213-0600 or go to:
www.theworldartgroup.com.
PAGE 12

STAY-AT-HOME BUYERS
continued from page 10

ing what they like, they buy
it and we put it in their car.
For many others, clients
send us items to be framed
and we share framing options via e-mailed photos,
agree on the final design and
then package and ship the
art to their homes. That solution makes it so they do not
have to leave home to get
exactly what they want. For
us and other galleries, the
key is responsiveness. Give
people what they want and
more. All of this works, however, only if the art, framing,
and other services match
client interests. And for us,
that also means having a
broad range of artwork in
terms of medium, price range,
and styles—so there truly is
something for everyone.”
Reputation has helped
customers to feel confident
in buying what they cannot
necessarily see in real time
first. “My general rule of
business operation is to not
say ‘no’ to a client, do all that
is possible to deliver what a
client wants, and then go a
little bit further. Whatever a
client wants, we’ll make
happen. This week we have
boxed some very large
artworks to send to clients
around the country—one the
size of a mattress! And their
frequent response is to immediately buy more.”
Part of the community effort to keep the economy
moving has also been a benefit to Saper Galleries. “Our
city has worked with a public
relations company to place
interviews, news stories,
and videos in local media to
promote shopping in our
downtown,” Mr. Saper says.
“We have participated in
those awareness campaigns
and that exposure has been

helpful in introducing us to
those who might not have
known about us in the past.
Additionally, posting photos
of clients with their purchases or framing is helpful
and, for us, posts to our testimonials page is helpful as
are the many positive reviews on various sites.”
As people’s lives and careers have changed due to
the pandemic, many feel that
some of these changes will
continue into the future as we

modate a mixture of remote
and in-office working. It is
hard to say how long this will
impact our sales.”
Ms. Rothenberg-Simmons
notes that another aspect of
the surge in home improvement sales has been that
people are saving money in
other ways. “I think that during these challenging times
people were not spending
money on expensive trips or
shopping for new clothes.
They had some extra money
to spend and
they wanted to
treat
themselves to something
special.
Many choose to
do that with a
new piece of
art.”

Luckily, for
those in the
art and framing
business, keeping up appearances is a main
driver. “People
are also spending a lot of time
on web meetOn Center Gallery sits at the beginning
ings where they
of the East End Gallery District on busy
could see their
Commercial Street in Provincetown, MA, c o l l e a g u e s ’
and has been in business since 2017.
homes. I am sure
they wanted their
recover. Jill Rothenberg-Sim- homes to look as good as
mons, co-owner with Scot other peoples.”
Presley and director of On
Center Gallery in ProvinceMs. Rothenberg-Simmons
town, MA, agrees and says also notes that collectors
that this new normal will genuinely want to see that
change how people view the gallery is active and movtheir homes. “I suspect that ing forward to offer new
even when everyone is able work. This is where having a
to go back to work, people strong and cohesive online
will continue to work from presence comes into play.
home, even if it is just part- “The purpose of having ontime,” she says. “What this line presentations is to keep
has really taught us is that re- our clients engaged,” she
mote working is very do-able. says. “We do often post inSome business will give up stallation images of our art
their office space entirely hanging in our clients’ homes
while others will reduce their
continue on page 14
square footage to accomART WORLD NEWS
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THOMAS ARVID FINE ART
DEBUTS NEW IMAGES AT
FLORIDA EVENTS

STAY-AT-HOME BUYERS
continued from page 12

and I am sure that has
helped potential collectors
visualize what their home
could look like. Sometime in
August we noticed that
there were a few artists selling more than others. What
we finally determined is the
work of those artists was
bright. colorful, and cheerful.
I think that our clients were
looking for something that
made them happy.”

MARIETTA, GA—Thomas
Arvid Fine Art Inc. recently
released an image titled “In
God We Trust” by Thomas
Arvid and featured it during
two events held in Florida
along with his other new
pieces. The giclée on canvas
in an edition of 195, measuring 30 by 38 inches was on
display at the Jeckyll Island
Club Resort in Jeckyll Island
Beach, as well as part of the
Festival of Speed in the same
town. Both exhibits were part
of a luxury lifestyle weekend.
The Festival of Speed attracts
many high-end attendees and
features the world’s finest automobiles, motorcycles, watercraft, aircraft, and luxury
items placed for display at exclusive venues. “In God We
Trust” is also available as a
giclée on metal in an edition
of 45, as well as an artist
proof on canvas in an edition
of 75, signed and numbered.
Arvid also took some time to
drop in to the Key West
Gallery in Key West, to work
on one of his newest oil on
canvas pieces live in the
showroom. Collectors could
make an appointment to see
the artist, as well schedule a
virtual tour of the new work
and speak with the artist.
Phone Thomas Arvid Fine Art
Inc. at (770) 427-4110 or go
to: www.thomasarvid.com.
PAGE 14

while times may be different,
the gallery is willing to work
with them on their comfort
level. “We try to be ‘user
friendly’ and keep our clients
informed, whether they’re established or potential collectors, and we make sure they
know of our flexibility in meeting them for an appointment
to tend to their needs.”
Daniel Merriam, owner of
Daniel Merriam’s Bubble
Street Gallery in Sausalito,
CA, says that as the world

As well, the movie and
television industry’s production has halted. This means
people will get bored with
video content and look for
real time cultural content.
That comes from real working artists.”
Mr. Merriam says that no
matter what, people still
want to be surrounded by
beautiful, interesting art.
“It’s important to note
that many art collectors use
their collecting ambitions as
an escape. It’s
habit forming.
Once they feel
the reward of
being
surrounded
by
art, they want
more. That is
really where
the
staying
power in art
comes from.”

The sales
are
hardearned though
with lots of
follow-up, online communication, and
trying
to
keep people
engaged and
excited when
they
can’t
come
and
As an artist
experience
and a gallery
the artwork,
owner,
Mr.
allowing it to
M e r r i a m
move them. Harmon Gallery is located in the Cape Cod town of
knows
that
At Steven Vail Wellfleet, MA, and has been opened for 21 years.
being cautious
Fine Arts–Proof the outject Room, Des Moines, IA, changes, adapts, and fights reach the internet provides
president Steven Vail says to get back to where it once is important to protect your
that his collectors do miss was, some industries will artwork. He believes that
the fun of getting together for struggle while others can old school ways of marketreceptions and exhibits.
flourish. “Like with the Cali- ing are still vital. “Keep a
fornia fires, there are a lot of Rolodex of your clients and
“There are drawbacks, business sectors that bene- contact information. Don’t
such as the inability to have fit from tragedy. With the art become dependent on medi‘live’ exhibitions because world, it’s a mixed bag. If ums that give up your conthose events are what our there continues to be a trol, client list, or even
gallery was built on,” he trickle down from economic copyrights. Don’t exist only
says. “We do have a virtual stimulus in the stock market, in the online world where
gallery which is accessible via we will see those still em- you cannot control things.
our website. But, it has be- ployed or prospering from That’s the advantage of havcome increasingly important related business continue to ing a real art gallery space.”
to stay in contact with clients focus on their homes and
whether it’s through Zoom, art,” he says.
The artwork that people
FaceTime, e-mail marketing,
are seeking has changed a
and/or Social Media. We
“People are not shopping bit, too. “I think my collecmake it clear that appoint- in the malls, spending tors have started to look for
ments are available for money on travel, or eating more organic, wholesome
masked groups of four or out, so they have more at- culture,” he says. “Artwork
less.” Mr. Vail says that let- tention and money for colcontinue on page 20
ting customers know that, lecting things of interest.
ART WORLD NEWS
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Home to Fine French Artists
Since the Turn of the Century
Caudron

Courchia

Kaprielian

Poumelin

Dubord

Dorie

Located in downtown
Westport, CT, visited by
George Washington in
1780, and once the
home to Norman Rockwell’s
Famous Artists School.

Westport River Gallery

Westport River Gallery
has represented the
Pissarro family, Chagal,
Caudron, Courchia, Guyon,
Duteil, Dubord, Dorie,
Estivalet, Kaprielian,
Ardisonne, Eitel, and
Kerfily.

203-226-6934 Ken & Pat Warren
WestportRiverGallery.com WestportRiverGallery@gmail.com
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FRAMERICA RELEASES
OCEAN BLUE, COMPANY
EMPLOYEE NEWS

YAPHANK, NY—Framerica
has released Ocean Blue as
its newest addition to their
Solids Collection. The striking
blue color adds a pop of color
to the art and/or room’s decor.
“Blue is both trendy and
timeless,” says Josh Eichner,
executive vice president.
“We worked with various
interior designers to perfect
our Ocean Blue.” Ocean Blue
is a Framerica exclusive.
In related company news,
Dan Murray, a longtime member of Framerica’s national
sales team, recently celebrated 15 years with the New
York-based moulding manufacturer. “For 15 years Mr.
Murray has tackled every task
with unprecedented care and
effort,” notes Mr. Eichner. “He
is adored by his Framerica
family and his customers; and
regarded as one of the top
salespeople in our industry.”
The company has also hired
Kyle Clancy for their customer
service team. He brings a
wealth of knowledge and experience to the position. “Kyle
has been an outstanding
addition,” notes Lisa Olsen,
Framerica’s head of customer
service. “He made an instant
positive impact on our team
and our customers.”
For more information, call
(800) 372-6422 or visit the
website: www.framerica.com.
PAGE 16

NEW MGW STUDIOS LAUNCHES
Artist Marta G. Wiley has
launched her own publishing
company, MGW Studios,
working in conjunction with
POD
Exchange’s
Permission To Print
(PTP)
program.
Under the names
Marta
Gottfried
Wiley (romantic lyrical work) and Marta
Wiley (edgy and popular themed work),
MGW Studios and
POD Exchange have
released an initial
launch of some 600
of Wiley’s images
with
thousands
planned to be featured, all available on
the company’s website, categorized for
easy searching.

Moseley, president of POD
Exchange in Panama City,
FL. “I met Marta at the
2020 West Coast Art and

Wiley, known for “In Solitude” is part of Wiley’s
her prolific portfolio Cultures of the World series.
of work is also a
singer, entrepreneur, film- Frame Expo in Las Vegas,”
maker, speaker, and author. he says.
“I have been painting and
photographing for 25 years
“I meet a lot of people
now,” Wiley says. “I have from all areas of the art busialways seen my own brand ness but Marta was one of
as a publishing
house, but it
was not easy to
break through
the competition.
I found that it
was easier for
me as an artist
to just let the
publishers do
the
footwork
with little control
on my end. I just
let them make Marta G. Wiley.
me famous and
I worked really hard on my the most interesting people
art.”
by far. I have been in this industry for 30 years and have
Wiley has attended many met a lot of successful
tradeshows over the years artists in that time but none
creating a rapport with atten- that could couple their art
dees, as well as other ex- success to chart-topping
hibitors, including Chris songs, best-selling novels,

and movies. It is very easy
to get lost in conversation
with Marta for sure. We
are excited to work with her
and to bring her unique
portfolio to our group of fine
art manufacturers, galleries,
and printmakers around the
world. They will have access
to print over 600 pieces of
her work to start, with much
more to come in the future.”
Retail prices range from
$60 for open editions up to
$20,000 for originals.
Wiley’s career has been
about learning how to run
her business along the
way, while also taking the
time needed to paint. “It was
not easy,” she says. “Tasks
like photographing the work
can be expensive, so I exhibited at tradeshows to sell my
work to re-invest in my
own paintings, career, and
future. The art business is
very elusive. You have to
be a leader and a trendsetter
in order to be successful.”
That balance is not always
easy to achieve,
especially when
the artist is wearing so many hats.
“Creative people
have to be adaptable and fluid at
the same time to
stand firm with
their ‘look,’ even
if people are running off to catch
the next hot topic.
I have become
known for painting in the Lepa Zena Classical Contemporary style. It
is still my best selling
work after 25 years in the
business. But I am also doing some urban pieces under
continue on page 18
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Blue Lepa Zena – New Color Series

Pop Renaissance

Happy – Colorful Dog Style

Abstract Sunset – New Abstract Style

Marta G. Wiley Studios
In conjunction with POD Exchange’s Permission To Print (PTP) program
www.PODExchange.com

www.MartaWiley.com
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DECOR MOULDING &
SUPPLY INTRODUCES
NANTUCKET AND
TEMPO LINES

HAUPPAUGE, NY—Decor
Moulding & Supply has introduced Nantucket, a new
line of six nautical-inspired,
rustic wood style moulding.
The line is available in two
widths of 1 5/8 inches and
2 1/2 inches, with a rabbet
height of 1/2-inch.

The company has also
debuted its Tempo line of
contemporary moulding in
two sizes. Colors include
antique silver, stainless
steel, pewter, antique gold,
and coffee bean, just to
name a few.
For further information, phone
(800) 937-1055 or go to the
company’s website located
at: www.decormoulding.com.
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MARTA G. WILEY STUDIOS
continued from page 16

Marta Wiley and that has a
more edgy Pop American
contemporary feel.”

has allowed Wiley to explore
new genres, mediums, and
techniques. “The new catalog with POD will also have
a Pop Renaissance feel to
it,” she says. “For instance,
I will have the Lepa Zena
work displayed in a variety of
on-trend colors. Pop Renaissance is something I came
up with because people are
drawn to Pop. By marrying
both Pop and Renaissance,
I have created the quintessential Marta G. Wiley look
and feel. The series has

been as varied as her
themes over the years. “My
customers have been all
ages and all over the world.
It has a global mass appeal,
but women are drawn to the
look as it has an air of femininity. I grew up in a wellto-do family and I wanted
people who had my paintings to feel like kings and
queens in their own home.
For example, in some of my
African-based work, the subjects are adorned with gold,
silk, and silver and I have
been told that
this imagery
helps bring
African American collectors
the
feeling of dignity in their
lineage.”

Wiley’s work is still available with Canadian Art
Prints (CAP)/Winn Devon
and Image Conscious, and
have been selling well for
her through the companies
over the years. “I have always treated everyone ethically so that’s how I will treat
everyone in
the future,”
she says.
“I’m working with really
good
people
at
Image Conscious and
CAP/Winn
Devon and
“Throughthey rock.
out my caThey have
reer, people
treated me
didn’t always
with respect
know what I
throughout
was
doing
our relationhalf
the
ships. As I
time,” she
launch my “Lepa Zena Companion” is from Wiley’s best-selling Lepa Zena
says. “But I
company, I series of work featuring horse-themed art in various colors.
knew and I
will honor
had a very
the images that they are something for everyone and clear goal—to be a popular
publishing, of course.”
offers sophisticated, con- artist, to be good at what
temporary urban Pop.”
I do, to be prolific, and to
Wiley’s newer work has
have my own publishing
taken
an
international
Variety and unique work company.”
To
access
theme. “I’m doing a Cul- are at the forefront of Wiley’s newest work with
tures of the World series Wiley’s new pieces. “In POD Exchange, visit: www.
with all kinds of horses that order to be a publisher, I had podexchange.com and set
are not just Lepa Zena. to come up with many differ- up a free account. Download
There are also more African- ent collections and many the software and then
style dress paintings, Brazil- styles that all fit in one cohe- search for Marta Wiley Pubian festivals, Italian Ren- sive line. I knew I had to be lishing.
aissance festivals, and other edgy and, at the same time,
cultural themes. All of the conservative. So the classiFor further information on
originals are mixed media cal contemporary look of Marta Wiley, phone Marta G.
crackle, gold medium, gold my work remains timeless Wiley Studios at (480) 861leaf, and India ink. There is a like the ‘little black dress.’” 4709, send an e-mail to:
Soul series that is an oil- Some new projects that she martawiley@martawiley.com,
based kick back from my is working on include ab- or go to the website at: www.
college days that are a find stracts and silkscreens that martawiley.com. For more defor good collectors.”
have an American Pop style. tails from POD Exchange,
phone (888) 406-2858, or:
Starting her own company
Her customer base has www.podexchange.com.
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STAY-AT-HOME BUYERS
continued from page 14

helps you connect the
human condition. Artists
and collectors empathize
with each other. It’s a friendship that resonates from the
art. We need friends right
now. We need introspection. We all can use a little
love. If we, the artists and
dealers, put our heart in it, if
we use it to help heal the
world, the collectors will
continue to respond and patronize the artists.”
It would seem that the
combination of staying
home with the proliferation
of the Internet, has been the
main motivation. According
to the survey, 76% of American homeowners have
completed at least one
home improvement project
since the start of the pandemic, with another 78%
planning to do the same in
the coming months.
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Vincent
Amicosante,
artist and owner of Harmon
Gallery in Wellfleet, MA,
says that from what he
sees, this trend may have
longevity. “It seems the
work-at-home phenomena
will have a lasting effect on
the art industry as people

collectors are more likely to
purchase art.”
Mr. Amicosante says that
sometimes, customers need
validation that buying art to
make them feel better can
be part of the process of
getting through tough times.

Steven Vail Fine Arts–Project Room is located in Des
Moines, IA, and first opened its doors in 2009.

will be spending a substantial amount of time working
from home even after the
pandemic is over,” he says.
“Although an online presence is necessary, brickand-mortar galleries and art
fairs are the venues where

“Some customers may comment, ‘This might not be the
right time to spend money
but, why not, who knows
what the future will bring, and
it makes me feel good now.’
There will always be a need
to beautify a home. That

seems pretty consistent,
and once you start collecting, it becomes a passion.
As customers return to galleries I think there will be an
enhanced appreciation for
the place of art in society.”
Mr. Saper agrees and
says that in order to keep
the home improvement
trend going, galleries and
frameshops need to keep
the conversations with customers moving. “I do believe that people will
continue to want to have
artwork on their walls at
home and decorative items
on display. The challenge for
some galleries is that today
people are more likely to initiate their shopping online,
and if a gallery does not
have a formidable online
presence, they will not be
active players in providing
what clients are seeking.”

Koleen Kaffan is Editor in
Chief of Art World News.
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BUSINESS STRATEGIES
SECRET WEAPON: THE SALES PLAN
by Katherine Hébert
To increase revenue for
your fine art gallery, a solid
annual sales plan is a must,
and yet few art dealers take
the time to put such a plan
into writing. A gallery sales
plan will help keep you and
your staff focused and organized. By sharing the
overall strategy with your
artists, you will increase
their confidence in their relationship with your gallery.

Setting Sales
Goals for Your
Gallery Business
A sales plan is different
from a marketing plan and
should focus specifically on
increasing gallery revenue.
Your gallery’s sales plan
should be tailored to your
specific needs and take into
consideration the location of
the gallery, the high selling
seasons, your exhibition
schedule, and the gallery’s
program.
Start setting annual goals
by identifying four or five
major areas of focus and
setting quantifiable expectations for each. For example:
What are your annual expenses, i.e rent, utilities,
salaries, marketing, events,
travel, etc.?
How much profit do you
want to generate from art
sales and from services?
How many new collectors
PAGE 22

do you want to bring into the
gallery?
Who are your existing
collectors that you want
to increase business with
through art sales or services?

day away from the gallery to
get organized and focus
solely on creating their plan
to align with the gallery’s
sales goals. Below are suggested elements for each
person’s plan.

Which artists will you
focus on to help meet
sales goals? This might
be driven by the exhibition
schedule or by which
artists bring the highest

Achieving Your
Gallery Sales
Plan Goals
With annual goals estab-

Your gallery’s sales plan should be
tailored to your specific needs and
take into consideration the location of the gallery, the high selling
seasons, your exhibition schedule,
and the gallery’s program.

Once an overall gallery
sales plan has been created
that defines revenue goals,
specific opportunities for
sales throughout the year,
and the resources available
to achieve these goals, it’s
time to share the plan with
sales and marketing staff.

lished, now it’s time to
determine how you are
going to accomplish them.
A good place to start is
to get organized. Spend
time improving your database of collectors and
prospects by filling in
additional information in the
collector database and by
ranking or tagging the top
sales opportunities from
your prospects.

Each person involved in
selling art for your gallery
should have an individual
annual plan for achieving
specific sales goals. Sales
associates should take a

The next step is to create
a plan of attack to help you
meet your annual goals.
Break the annual goals into
monthly objectives and assign specific action items to

prices or maybe by who is
historically a top seller for
your gallery.

each objective. When setting each month’s plan, consider the following:
Exhibition schedule: What
shows have the greatest
sales potential, and which
need advance collector education to maximize the opportunity? This could be
helpful if a body of work is
more conceptually challenging. Which prospects have
the greatest sales potential
for each exhibition?
Top Sales Prospects:
Of the sales leads you
ranked, who are the top
prospects for an immediate
sale and who do you need
to start a new dialogue
with? For each prospect,
what will be your strategy?
Determine the best way
to contact them about an
opportunity and to generate
some excitement.
New collectors: What opportunities do you have
each month to meet new
collectors, and what will be
your strategy for nurturing
them toward a sale? How
many new collectors will
you put special focus on
each month?
Appointments: How many
appointments
do
you
want to make each month
to get leads into the
gallery or to show work in
their home or office? Which
continue on page 23
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BUSINESS STRATEGIES
THE SALES PLAN
continued from page 22

prospects would be the
most willing to set up such
an appointment?
Having monthly goals and
detailed action steps is a
great way to keep yourself
on track and prevent yourself from feeling overwhelmed. You can even
break the goals down further by week or by day.
Whatever works for you.
Schedule regular times
throughout the year to assess your progress meeting
your sales objectives. If you
get behind one month, up-

ART WORLD NEWS

date your sales plan with ways
you can regain traction and
achieve your annual goals.

Infuse the plan with as
much detail as possible,
breaking your goals into

Spend time improving your database of collectors and prospects
by filling in additional information
in the collector database and by
ranking or tagging the top sales
opportunities from your prospects.
People with a plan almost
always achieve more then
those who don’t. Create
a sales plan that works
for you and your gallery.

smaller clearly defined
steps to avoid being
overwhelmed from all your
other duties being a fine
art dealer. You may be

surprised what you can
accomplish with a little
well-considered planning.

Katherine Hébert specializes
in art gallery business
sales and marketing strategies, as well as the founder
of Gallery Fuel, a subscriptionbased service that helps
fine art galleries be more
competitive in today’s art
market. Gallery Fuel is
dedicated to helping fine art
dealers and galleries in
small- to mid-sized markets
grow and improve their
businesses. For further
information, visit the Gallery
Fuel website located at: www.
galleryfuel.com.
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BUSINESS INSPIRATION
FAMILY BOND HELPS BUSINESS TO GROW
By Sylvia Rombis
Pete Rombis left Greece 50
years ago with $300 in his
pocket, a young wife, and
two little daughters. He left
his homeland to do what so
many before him did…to realize his American dream.
Little did he know that with
his influence, his daughters
would be in the art business
together and that he would
have a direct hand at helping
them become successes.
He would also go on to help
them realize their own American dreams. Pete has always had a can-do attitude
and encouraged his daughters in their pursuits that “if
you see someone else doing
it, with time and practice, you
can do it better.” This was his
mantra. I’m lucky enough to
be one of his daughters.
When our businesses,
ADC Fine Art and Malton
Art Gallery, first got started,
Pete had a keen interest in
the workings of the frameshop. Although he had no
formal training as a custom
framer, he was a very curious and creative thinker. He
began to ask questions
from other framers and intently observed their techniques and tricks of the
trade. He began to understand and master the basics
by practice, practice, practice—eventually becoming
confident and proficient
enough to design creative
solutions to complex framing
needs. Besides the techniPAGE 24

cal side, Pete was great with
customers and he loved the
interaction. He also loved to
hear the stories of the
pieces they brought to the
gallery. He always took the
time to listen to clients and
talk about their pieces of art.
He is a relationship builder
and people love to bring

local, regional, and national
representation of artists.

Custom framing is a major
component in the business
model for both galleries to
this day. The steady cash
flow has helped smooth out
the highs and lows of the art
sales market. Framing is
such a natural connection to the
gallery business, offering clients a
one-stop
shop for all
their
art,
framing, and
installation
needs. We
discovered
that service
is a major
key in maintaining a wellbalanced art
services
business.
Pete Rombis, center, is pictured with his
Clients
daughters, from left, Sylvia Rombis and Litsa
that get exSpanos as they put together appreciation
cellent servplatters at Christmas for major clients.
ice become
their work in for Pete to exceedingly loyal and lifeframe. He built up such a long customers. ADC Fine
confidence and rapport with Art is well-known for comour clients, that they started mercial framing with extraorasking for him at installations dinary quality, quick turnso he could show them around, and the ability to hanwhere his handiwork would dle high-volume—all traits
be hung. Pete divided his taught by Pete. Malton
time between the two gal- Gallery is known for its highleries, ADC Fine Art and end, residentially-oriented
Malton Art Gallery—both lo- clientele that requires a very
cated in Cincinnati and with individualized approach to

each unique project. Pete
was easily able to switch
hats and work seamlessly
with the frameshops of both
businesses. He has made
a major impact on their
success.
As we move forward in
these evolving times, the
two galleries had joined
forces in 2018 to create one
mega gallery with many layered facets to the business.
Today, that includes ADC
Fine Art, ADC Fine Art East
(a 5,000-square-foot retail
gallery), the artist resource
publication Blink Art Resource, and, our most exciting project to date, ADC
Fine Art West (a 13,000square-foot corporate headquarters, framing facility, and
showroom).
Because of the strength
of our family, we are growing
together as sisters, daughters, and partners. We now
have 18,000 square feet of
art space, over 50 years of
combined art business experience, a multi-layered art
services business, and a 78year-old dad who has helped
us not only “Dream our
American dream” but to
“Live our American dream”
into the future.

Sylvia Rombis is partner and
creative consultant of ADC
Art Design Consultants with
locations in Cincinnati, OH.
For details, call (513) 7231222, www.adcfineart.com.
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FRAMING TECHNIQUES
MODERN SOLUTIONS FOR FRAMING PASTELS
By Dr. Jennifer Booth
Oftentimes, the best way
to approach a framing project and decipher what is
in the best interest of the
art or object is to understand
it’s history. When it comes
to framing and protecting
pastels, the history goes
back centuries. Charcoal
and powdered minerals,
such as ochre and chalk,
have long been used to
produce art. We see this
from Paleolithic cave paintings such as those at
Lascaux in the south of
France, to preparatory
drawings using natural red,
black, and white chalk by
renaissance artists such as
Leonardo da Vinci and
Michelangelo.
By the latter part of the
17th century, pastels we
would be more familiar with
today, in a wide range of
color hues, were beginning
to be available. With the
increase of color options,
the style of their use became less graphic and more
comparable to painting.
No longer limited to preparatory drawings or finishing
touches, pastel portraits
started to appear, with one
of the earliest masters of
the technique being Robert
Nanteuil in France. Rosalba
Carriera developed techniques to show the delicacy
of skin tone; Maurice
Quentin de la Tour the
richness of sumptuous
materials.
PAGE 26

To make pastels, pure
powdered pigments are
mixed with a small amount
of water containing a binder,
such as gum Arabic, into a
paste, and then formed into
sticks and dried slowly. The
ratio of a large amount of
pigment to a small amount
of binder results in vibrant
and intense colors. Each
tone requires a different

istic and hyper-realistic
portraiture. Amos Ashanti
Johnson’s art celebrates
African and Black American
cultural heritages in its
iconography and aesthetics.
Johnson’s paintings, pastels
and drawings, exhibit meticulous draftsmanship, are
predominantly figurative and
include commemorative or
symbolic portraiture.

Brilliant colors, the ability to
have both crisp and blurred
details, and a sense of a delicate
and subtle texture are all reasons
artists and collectors alike have
fallen in love with pastels.
pastel, meaning artists can
end up mixing hundreds of
crayons. Applied dry, the
immediate color effect can
be seen; artists can work
quickly.
Techniques like blending
and scruffing can be used to
control tones and shading;
the dry application allows for
a rich interplay between
medium and support material. This interaction is exemplified by the realism created
by Rubén Belloso, a contemporary pastel painter in
Spain.
Contemporary use of
pastels is not limited to real-

Brilliant colors, the ability
to have both crisp and
blurred details, and a sense
of a delicate and subtle
texture are all reasons
artists and collectors alike
have fallen in love with
pastels. However, the lack
of binding material, and dry
application, mean that images are not securely bound
to the support material. As
described by Paul Desjardins “Pastel is the lightest, most fugitive of
techniques—like the pollen
of a lily, or the dust from a
butterfly’s wing that an
artist scatters and fixes on
paper.” Fixatives can be
used, but many artists feel

they reduce the brilliance,
change the tone, and flatten
the texture of pastels. To
avoid damage to the composition, protection through
glazing is therefore recommended.
The glazing product used
needs to be chosen wisely.
The static charge generated
whilst cleaning many conventional glazing products
may be enough to damage
friable media, such as
charcoals, pastels, artwork
with delicate surfaces, lightweight papers and textiles.
Friable media may separate
from their support or crumble into a powdery form.
These can then be drawn
away from the artwork itself
towards the rear surface of
the glazing, possibly damaging the work irreparably.
Smaller and lighter particles,
such as fine powder pigments of pastels, are more
likely to be detrimentally affected by static charge.
Acrylic glazing is usually
avoided with such works
as it typically has a high
static charge. Historically,
when glazing loosely bound
media, a preference has
been shown for glass—in
particular laminated glass.
However, a static charge
can be generated even on
laminated glass, and can
take up to 11 seconds to
dissipate—long enough for
continued on page 27
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FRAMING TECHNIQUES
FRAMING STRATEGIES
continued from page 26

damage to occur.
Tru Vue’s Optium Museum Acrylic has an antistatic coating that means
any charge is not only immediately dissipated, but it also
stays dissipated. These antistatic qualities are inherent
in the product and permanent. It does not wipe away
with cleaning nor need to be
reapplied. In fact, it reduces
the need for cleaning, as the
material does not attract
dust or lint. Independent
testing has shown that
glazing with an anti-static

ART WORLD NEWS

coating such as Optium
Museum Acrylic, is signifi-

Dr. Jennifer Booth has a
background in archaeologi-

As described by Paul Desjardins
“Pastel is the lightest, most fugitive
of techniques—like the pollen of a
lily, or the dust from a butterfly’s
wing that an artist scatters and fixes
on paper.” Fixatives can be used,
but many artists feel they reduce
the brilliance, change the tone, and
flatten the texture of pastels.
cantly safer for loosely
bound and friable works.

cal science having participated in fieldwork projects

in the U.K., Turkey, Iran, and
Egypt. Subsequent to a
BSc in Archaeology and
MA in Principles of Conservation, both at University
College London, she undertook an AHRC sponsored
collaborative doctoral award
project with The University
of Oxford and The British
Museum. Dr. Booth joined
Tru Vue in 2013 as the
International Museum and
Conservation Liaison before
moving to Chicago in
2017 to lead the Fine Art &
Museums team. Telephone
Tru Vue at (800) 621-8339
or visit the company’s
website located at: www.
tru-vue.com.
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THOUGHTS ON FRAMING
THE PERSONAL SIDE OF BUSINESS
by Richard Houser
As professional framers for
over thirty years, my wife
and I have been a part of
some very important life
events of our clients—from
births, to marriages, divorces, and deaths. The relationship
becomes
a
familial thing. We have a
family of three generations
that we frame for, and that
is not unusual for established framers. We have
also been chaplains, confessors, educators, cheerleaders, and have provided
strong shoulders many
times over the years. I
know you business people
who are engaged with your
customers can relate.

days, as she had only a
short time to live. Perhaps
two to three weeks—it
was unsure. We were running a three week backlog
at the time, but did everything possible to get it
for her within the next
few days. It was to go into
a Plexiglas sandwich. Our
Plexi fabricator, Superior,
bent over backwards to
accommodate and deliver

The next events came
from the Thomas Fire wildfires and resulting Montecito floods that occurred
here in Santa Barbara during January and December
of 2018. Homes were lost

We have been chaplains,
confessors, educators,
cheerleaders, and have
provided strong shoulders
many times over the years.

What I want to talk
about here is the part we
framers play in these
events, and what we add
to the lives of those involved, even if it for a limited period of time. I am
speaking of both life and
death here, as a part of
the human experience
which we are all engaged
in. Here are three true
short stories we wish to
share.

immediately. When the
piece was ready, a relative
showed up to take it to
her, as this woman was
already in hospice and no
longer mobile. But we
were in time! We later
heard it went up on the wall
in her line of vision, and she
enjoyed it until her last
breath. My wife and I cried
on news of her passing.

About two years ago we
had a sweet woman walk in
to the shop, shaky on her
feet and pale, asking if we
could re-frame a favorite
piece of hers. She wanted
to see it and enjoy if from
her bed. But she needed
it quickly, in a couple of

Believe it or not, we
had an almost identical
situation occur last year
with a woman who had perhaps three weeks to live.
This was someone we
knew and were close to
from a business association, and we were able to
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get hers completed in time
as well. So we assisted
two dying people in making
a more comfortable transition into the next life.

and lives were also lost, but
many were saved as well.
With a backlog of work
going into Christmas, we
ended up being closed
for three weeks over the
Christmas and New Years
holidays because of these
tragic events. When we
finally reopened, my first
mission was to find out
who, of our customers, may
have lost their homes, or
lives during this time. It
was a difficult task to pick
up the phone and speak
with the customers or their
families about their survival.
Fortunately, no loss of life.
But some homes and businesses were lost.

This story involves a
young couple in Montecito
operating a restaurant,
making a home with their
young child and building a
life together. Their business
was closed for an indefinite
period and they were prevented from moving back
into their flooded out home
after being forced to evacuate. Before the fires, they
had left a piece with us to
frame for their young son’s
room. When we were finally
able to get back into our
shop and complete the
work, I called to let them
know it was available to
pick up, but also told them
there was no pressure after
learning of their situation.
Because they planned to
occupy their home soon,
they said “Oh, we want that
piece of art so we can reenter our home with something fresh, new, and
comforting to our son. Your
work will help us do this as
it is a very emotional time
for all of us. Thank you.”
Another story involves a
young pregnant woman
who had, along with her
husband, just purchased
a home near the water,
and were in the process
of remodeling it. Miraculously it was spared during
the floods/mudslides, while
homes
around
theirs
were lost. It turns out they
went out of state during the
continued on page 29
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NEW ART
Co-exist

Soaring

Peace Waters, San Diego, CA, debuts Shima Shanti’s
“Co-exist,” and encaustic painting measuring 20 by 20 inches.
Price available upon request. For further information, telephone
(619) 920-1954 or go to the website at: www.shimashanti.com.

Sculptor Paige Bradley, located in Monterey, CA, introduces
“Soaring,” a bronze sculpture measuring 35 by 34 by 12
inches. Price available upon request. For further information,
send an e-mail to: information@paigebradley.com or go to the
artist’s website located at: www.paigebradley.com.

FRAMING STRATEGIES
continued from page 28

tragedy, and she delivered
her baby while away.
However, when speaking
with her, we learned that
the work on the home was
proceeding, and that they
really wanted five upbeat
paintings, that they had
left with us for framing, to
welcome them when they
returned.
A friend picked them up
and installed them for their
return, and we became
aware, once again, how
what we do impacted the
lives of a family in distress
ART WORLD NEWS

and gave them a welcome
sense of familiarity and
warmth upon their return.
Lastly we have a great
artist client who, after he
learned we had reopened,
rushed to finish a painting
for us to frame. Because
he usually shows us
what he is working on,
many times we design and
measure up the canvas
while the work is in process
so that the frame will
be ready to fit when the
painting is complete.
“We didn’t know you
were doing this,” we said
to the artist. “Nor did I,”
he replied, “but I wanted

to bring you work when
you reopened because I
want to make sure you
don’t have to go out of business.” This came from his
heart. We were speechless—still are.
There were, and continue
to be, more stories like
this. Doing business in a
community for over 30
years, you become a part of
the community in ways that
would probably not occur
otherwise. If you have been
around a community and in
business for any length of
time, I know you have
stories of your own like this
to share. If not, but if you
really care—be prepared—

it will happen.

Richard Houser is a veteran
of the art industry with a
history of publishing, marketing, and sales—both
wholesale and retail. He
currently owns a California
frame studio, Santa Barbara
Art Frame Company, and
a marketing consultancy,
Art and Frame Copywriter.
He has a passion for
everyone’s success in the
industry and is currently
developing an online and
offline sales funnel system
for galleries and frame
shops. He can be reached
at (805) 966-1300 and by
e-mail at: Richard@artand
framecopywriter.com.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance
Graphics
“Palms in Paradise I”
by Lanie Loreth

Image Size:
24” x 36”
$30

www.sdgraphics.com

800.617.5532

9564 Delegates Dr., Building B,
Orlando, FL 32837

www.sundancegraphics.com

Editions
Limited

“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
$35
Available as POD on
paper and canvas.

800.228.0928

www.editionslimited.com

E-MAIL: customerservice@editionslimited.com
4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

Sagebrush
Fine Art Inc.

“Trust the Journey”
by
Katie Doucette
Image Size:
16” x 20”
$22

800.643.7243
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5165 South 900 East,
Murray, UT 84117

www.sagebrushfineart.com

Image
Conscious
“Happiness
Unfolding”
by
Julie Weaverling

Image Size: 24 ” x 24”
$36 on standard paper
$116 on rolled canvas

Giclée available to resize and print on multiple substrates.

800.532.2333

Image
Conscious

www.imageconscious.com

“Coastal Calm”
by Kasia Bruniany
Image Size:
24 ” x 24”
$36 on standard paper
$116 on rolled canvas

Giclée available to
resize and print on multiple
substrates.

800.532.2333 www.imageconscious.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size: 26” x 26”
Also available as
a custom size giclée.
800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com

E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Off the Deep End
“Off the Deep End” by Beth Ann Lawson measures 36 by 36 inches and
retails for $60. For further information,
call Third & Wall Art Group, located
in Seattle, at (877) 326-3925 or visit
the company’s website located at: www.
thirdandwall.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Amalfi

Eucalyptus White
Watering Can
“Eucalyptus White Watering Can” by
Marla Rae measures 12 by 12 inches
and retails for $12. For more details,
call Penny Lane Publishing, New
Carlisle, Ohio, at (800) 273-5263 or:
www.pennylanepublishing.com.

Lotus No. 1
“Lotus No. 1” by Suzanne Nicoll measures 24 by 32 inches and retails for $48
on standard paper and $148 on rolled
canvas. Available on multiple substrates
and multiple sizes. Call Image Conscious,
San Francisco, at (800) 532-2333 for details, or visit: www.imageconscious.com.

“Amalfi” by
Omar
Escalante
is
available as
print-on-demand on various mediums
in sizes from 6
by 9 inches to
36 by 54
inches. Retail
prices range
from $7.50 to
$54. Phone
Wild Apple in Woodstock, VT, at (800) 7568359 for details, or go to: www.wildapple.com.

Tall Beach Grass

Kinetic Abstract II
“Kinetic Abstract II” by Tim O’Toole
is a giclée measuring 18 by 18 inches
and retailing for $50. Call World
Art Group in Richmond, VA, at (804)
213-0600 for more information, or visit
the website located at: www.theworld
artgroup.com.
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“Tall Beach Grass” by Patricia Pinto measures 36 by 24 inches and retails for $30.
For further information, telephone SunDance Graphics, located in Orlando, FL, at
(800) 617-5532, or go to the website located at: www.sdgraphics.com.
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Daybreak Valley Crop
“Daybreak Valley Crop” by Julia
Purinton is available as print-on-demand on various mediums in sizes
from 6 by 9 inches to 36 by 54
inches. Retail prices range from
$7.50 to $54. Phone Wild Apple in
Woodstock, VT, at (800) 7568359 or: www.wildapple.com.

Botanical Mug II
“Botanical Mug II” by M Design
measures 12 by 12 inches and retails
for $10. Call Roaring Brook Art, Elmsford, NY, at (888) 779-9055 for further
information, or visit the company’s
website located at: www.roaring
brookart.com.

Tranquil Morning
“Tranquil Morning” by Nan measures
24 by 24 inches and retails for
$30. For further information, telephone Galaxy of Graphics in East
Rutherford, NJ, at (888) 464-7500 or
go to the website located at: www.
galaxyofgraphics.com.

Pittsburgh Steelers–Heinz Field
“Pittsburgh
Steelers–
Heinz Field”
by Christopher Gjevre
has an image
that measures 40 by
13 1/2 inches ($35). Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc., Minnetonka,
MN, for details at (800) 334-7266 or visit: www.panoramas.com.
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Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Talk
About
Things
To Come
“Talk About
Things
To
Come”
by
Wani Pasion
is a canvas
stretched and
framed open
edition measuring 24 by
36 inches. The retail price is $292. For
more details, call Canadian Art Prints and
Winn Devon Art Group Inc., Richmond, BC,
Canada, at (800) 663-1166, or visit:
www.capandwinndevon.com.

Colombia
“Colombia”
by Artic Studio is available in any
size
and
printed
on
paper and canvas. A 24 by
36-inch image
retails for $60
on paper. For
further information, telephone PI Creative Art, Toronto, at (800)
363-2787 or go to: www.picreativeart.com.
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION

Over 6,000
expertly crafted
maritime prints
ready for fast
volume sale.

View the entire collection at
WWW.MARITIME-PRINTS.COM

860 399 6922

Professional
COST
EFFECTIVE CREATIVE
CATALOGUE PUBLISHING

Wellspring Communications, Inc.,
parent company of Art World News,
presents its Custom Book Publishing
division to offer the trade a complete
line of editorial, design, and printing
options to create elegant hardand soft-bound catalogues and books.

ArtCustom
World
News
Book Publishing
PHONE: 203.854.8566
e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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888 Manufacturing Corporation ..........................................23

Marta G. Wiley Studios......................................................17

www.888mfgcorp.com

www.martawiley.com

888.338.3318

480.861.4709

Bittan Fine Art Inc. ..............................................................4

Max Art Productions LLC ....................................................33

www.bittanfineart.com

www.maxartpro.com

866.219.9161

702.478.3305

David Beavis Fine Art ..........................................................7

Park West Gallery ..............................................................20

www.davidbeavisfineart.com

www.parkwestgallery.com

435.602.1123

800.521.9654

Editions Limited..................................................................30

Pease Pedestals ................................................................27

www.editionslimited.com

www.peasepedestals.com

800.228.0928

847.901.4440

Framerica ....................................................................1, 36

POD Exchange ..................................................................17

www.framerica.com

www.podexchange.com

800.372.6422

888.406.2858

Framers Only ....................................................................25

Sagebrush Fine Art ............................................................30

www.websites4framers.com

www.sagebrushfineart.com

FramingEngine.com............................................................25

Shima Shanti ....................................................................21

www.framingengine.com

www.shimashanti.com

877.932.2329

800.643.7243

619.920.1954

Gallery Fuel ......................................................................25

SunDance Graphics ..........................................................30

www.galleryfuel.com

www.sundancegraphics.com

Haddad’s Fine Arts Inc. ......................................................30

Ten Plus Inc. ......................................................................13

www.haddadsfinearts.com

www.tenplusframes.com

800.942.3323

800.617.5532

888.944.8899

Image Conscious ..............................................................30

Tru Vue Inc. ......................................................................19

www.imageconscious.com

www.tru-vue.com

800.532.2333

800.621.8339

Lifesaver Software ..............................................................25

Wall Moulding ....................................................................9

www.lsscloud.com

www.wallmoulding.com

800.381.0600

800.880.9315

MAC Art ........................................................................2, 3

Westport River Gallery ......................................................15

www.macfineart.com

www.westportrivergallery.com

954.990.5420

203.226.6934

Mark Shapiro Fine Art ........................................................11

Wild Apple ......................................................................35

www.markshapirofineart.com

www.wildapple.com

203.257.5881

800.756.8359
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